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SPECIFICATIONS

Spirit 25

Model:

Hull length:          

Hull width:    

Weight ex. engine              

Draft: 

Maximum crew:

Fuel capacity:

Water capacity:

Maximum power: 

Battery:

Maximum power:

ELECTRIC SERIES

RAND Spirit 25

7.5m

2.55m 

 1250 kg

35cm

6 persons  

Up to 198L

32L

170kW 

 

78 kWh

250 to 300 HP

RAND Spirit 25 is one of the most 

captivating luxury motorboats on the 

market. With classical motorboat design 

references Spirit 25 caters to the most 

selective aesthetics who also look for 

raw performance and perfect handling. 

Spirit 25 reinvents the runabout class 

by providing the best aspects from 

a walkaround with free movability 

combined with the protection and 

beautiful exterior behind the sporty 

lines and dark tinted windscreen.

STYLISH CAFÉ 

RACER

POWER SERIES

Build your own

Visit website



FROM SPORT TO 

COMFORT
ADAPTABILITY

Spirit 25 represents a new approach to classic motorboats 

with its unique design resembling a stylish café sports 

boat. It’s a testament to style, functionality, and raw 

performance with inspiration from the automotive-

industry and lends comparison especially to classic Italian 

sports cars, offering a feeling of the ultimate race boat. 

This is the perfect marriage between sport and comfort 

with exceptional stability and balance on board ensure 

high comfort for the passengers as well as the captain.

As a part of RAND’s innovative layout, you can find high 

adaptability onboard, with a flipping pilot backrest creating 

a café seating area, massive storage rooms and flipping 

backrest on the aft sunbed. We also understand every 

boatowner has unique desires and preferences. Thus, we 

offer a wide range of customization options for Spirit 25 with 

our online configurator.



FUSION OF A RUNABOUT 

& WALKAROUND

SOCIAL HANGOUT

Combining the best from walkarounds and sports boats, 

Spirit 25 provides the best aspects from a walkaround 

with free movability combined with the protection and 

beautiful exterior that the sports windscreen provides the 

classic runabouts models to offer a brand new experience.

The unique, functional layout of Spirit 25 allows you to 

adjust the pilot backrest, perfect for gathering around 

the middle table to enjoy the moments at anchor. When 

it’s time to relax and enjoy the sun, the backrest on the 

sunbed can also be folded to create seating for six or a 

comfortable sun bed for three.



INTERACTIVE COCKPIT SUSTAINABILITY

The steering console are created around effortless 

sailing, giving an extremely user-friendly interface where 

everything is within reach of the captain. The interactive 

touchscreen also includes navigation and sailing information 

such as speed, fuel consumption, light controls etc. As a 

part of RAND’s intelligent boating, the steering console 

is fully connected to the RAND- app giving you real-time 

remote access, live updates, GPS fence for thief protection, 

intelligent AI user modes and much more. 

The lightweight construction and efficient wave-piercing hull 

design makes Spirit 25 consume significantly less fuel or electricity 

than traditional boats, making it an environmentally friendly 

choice within watersport even if choosing a modern gasoline 

engine. We use materials developed from recycled plastics 

and bio-based hybrids to optimize the environmental impact 

and create the best possible solution without compromises to 

craftmanship.



ELECTRIC PROPULSION

With electric propulsion you will get low running 

cost, almost non-existing maintenance, silent 

motor, more advanced interface systems, plug-

and-play simplicity, and boating with no harm to 

the environment. The 170kW motor gives you 

incredible acceleration and a top speed of 33 knots. 

Combined with a battery capacity on 78kWh you 

get the opportunity of high-speed sailing, but also 

a long silent cruise with a range of 30NM with 10 

knots cruising speed and 20NM with 20 knots.

PETROL PROPULSION 

Spirit 25 also comes with traditional petrol and 

diesel engines. You can choose between four 

different engines, both in- and outboard, from 250 

to 300HP. With a tank capacity up to 198L liter 

you have many hours of sailing with a cruise speed 

around 25 knots and you can even get a top speed 

of 48 knots.
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@randboats
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